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ABSTRACf
A model of database storage and access is pre8ented~' The
·model represents many evaluation algorithms as special-cases, and
helps to break a compLex algorithm into simple access operations.
Generalized access cost equations associated with tbe model are
developed and analyzed. Optimization of these COlt equations
yields an optimal access algorithm Which can be .ynt~esiZ8d by.~
query subsystem whose design is baaed on the modular access
operations.
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While regular batch processing and reporting remain the main functions of
database systems, there is an increasing demand to.respond quickly to simple
data access requests. The use of non~procedural query languages greatly
simplifies data access by non-progrBIImling (or ad hoc) users. Query languages
available in existing systems usually allow users to express what is to be ac-
cessed without specifying !!Q!! it is to he accessed. Users are deliberately made
aware of only the data definitions. not the storage definitions of the system. for
the purpose of providing a more "friendll system-uler interface.
As a result. the burden of specifying access strategies must he a.sumed by the
query subsystem of a database system.
The efficiency of access strategies directly affects the performance of
the query subsystem. Although many query subsystems were implemented, only a
few that employ the relational data model gave some considerations to the per-
brmance of its access algorithms: Astrahan and Chamberlin (1975) considered the
optimization of the llrestriction" operation. Gotlieb (1975) analyzed the computa-
tion of the Ujoinll op.eration in isolat:lon. Pecherer (1975) studied the evaluation of
relational operators in an abstract machine. Wong and You,sefi (1976) developed
heuristics to decompos~ a complzx queTY into a sequence of simple queries. 'Rotbnl.
(1975) designed methods to eliminate unnecessary accesses using II feedback."
information. However, most of these authors did not consider secondary storsse
access ,which is usually "the dominating component of the response time for a query.
The access costs are estimated from simple cost models without considering the
storage structures of the data base system. While Blasgen and Eswaran (1977)
do compare secondary storage accesses for several access strategies, their
cost model is still simplistic and there is no reason to believe that the




The freedom in selecting access strategies by the query subsystem offers an
opportunity for the system to optimize its performance. The query opt~zatlon
must Satisfy two criteria: effectiveness and completeness. The optimization is
effective if its cost is less than the benefit, which is the ~cceS8 cost saving
"
resulting from the optimization. It is complete if the optimal (or near optimal)
strategy produced by the optimization procedures can be realized by the system.
Heuristics may be used to improve upon a given Becelm strategy,
such as those developed by Smith and Chang (1975). Alternatively, a set of aCe.SI
strategies may be implemented in the query subsystem. For a given query, the
system computes the cost equations corresponding to the implemented strategies,
,..
and selects the one with minimal cost (Astrahan 1976). The first approach
usually employs gross heuristics operations developed from intuitive observations.
As there does not exist a set of universally applicable heuristics, this may
exclude from consideration valid optimal strategies, or can even sometimes make
queries less efficient. Hence the effectiveness Bud the overall improvement of
the query subsystem efficiency are difficult to justify. The second approach .uf~.
fers from the fact that only a limited number of access strategies can be impl.~
mented in practice. It is, ther~fore, obviously incomplete.
The approach used in this paper is based on the observation that most of the
queries expressed by non-programmer users are simple (Yao 1975a)and that a complez
query can be decomposed into a set of simple que~es (Woog aod Youssefi 1976).
We studied in detail the optimization of • restricted clalls of "two~variable:1I
simple queries. It is discovered that query evaluation algorithms can be con·
structed using a small set of access operations which form the basis of a query
evaluation model.




collection of access strategies which previously had to be analyzed individually.
The associated cost model which takes into consideration detailed data base &torag8
structures is used to compute the coat of access strategiea in te~ of 8ecoDdary
storage acceases. An optimizer for the determination of the optimal access
strategy by minimizing the coat model is developed. Using the access operations
of the model, an adaptive query subsystem can also be developed which generates
optimal access strategies according to the instructions of the optimizer. 'Thus.
the present approach -is shown to be both effective and complete for 8tmple queries.
It should be pointed out that our approach requires the relatively infrequent
complex queries to be decomposed by a heuristic procedure before optimization, and
the result may be sub·optimal. Before the modeling is extended to include complex
queries, the possibility of using other approaches for highly ~omplex queries
should not be ruled out. Further analysis and experimentation are required to
identify an appropriate approach for complex queries.
The basic concepts used to develop the query evaluation model are derived
from works relevant to the relational data model. However, since the storage
structure requirements of a relational system are Bimdlar to those of other types
of systems, the applications of the models developed in this paper are not limited
to the relational systems.
Tn the next section, we define the basic concepts. for the data and storage
structures considered. Section 3 defines the type of simply query considered and
illustrates the decomposition of a complex query into simple queries. Section 4
presents a graphic representation for the query evaluation algorithm. Section 5
presents a generalized model for the evaluation of two-variable queries. The
associated cost equations for the model are derived in Section 6. Finally, SIC·
tion 7 compares the cost estimations of the model with previous relultl and 4el-
cribes the design of a self-optimizing query subsystem as a sample application
of the query evaluation model.
I
!,
2. Data and Storage Models. ,
The definitions and notations used to describe the data model follow those
given in Astrahan (1976), Codd (1970) and Yeo (1977). Although some of the defi-
nitions appear previously in the literature. they are included here for complete-
ness. We start by considering a set of entities for which data are to be recorded.
Definition 2.1. An attribute is a binary relation between the entity set
and a value set. The set of values which participate in the attribute is
called the active domain of the attribute. Each element in the active domain
is called a value.
Definition 2.2. A file F defined over a set of attributes Ar-{al"."~}\S a
set of records. each consisting of values from the active aamains of the atcri-
butes. Any smallest set of attributes whose values uniquely identify records in
the file is called the primary key of the fUe.
Files in a database may be convenie~tly viewed as a collection of tables;
each row of the table corresponds to a record and each column of the table
corresponds to an active domain. The value of the attribute a of the record
r is denoted r(a).
Definition Z.3. Two attributes are compatible if their active domains
are defined over the same value set.
Definition 2.4. Let a and b be compatible attributes from files F and G,
respectively. The relationship S(a,b) between a and b -is a set of ordered
pairs (Crt. rz)1 rtEF, r2EG and rl(a)" r2(b)}, Sis one-to-many (l:M),
denoted a~bJ if for any r2~ G there exists at most one rl~ F such that
(rl' rZ)E S. The relationship is one-to-one (1:1), denoted a--b, if a+ band
b~ a. Otherwise the relationship is many-to-many ~:N), denoted a~.
Relationships between attributes of files are implicit, as their exia-
tence is implied by data values. They are important in data accessing and
cross-referencing. The performance of these activities may b~ improved by
designing additional access paths and organizations.
,
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Let per) denote the address (pointer) of the record r, and Per) denote
the set of pointers stored with the record r. The following access paths for
relationships are defined:
Definition 2.5. A link is a storage. realization of a one-to-many relation-
e:.8(a,b). The 'c"h.=.i"ld"--_-'1.=.i""nk of a +b is defined if Per2) e:.·P(rl) for any
(rl,r2) ES(a,b). The chain link of a +b is defined if for any r1_ the set
(rjl (r!.rj)e:. S(a,b)} is ordered into a sequence ril,ri2 ••.••ri~ such that
peril) e:.P(rt) and p(rt,j+l) e:.p(rij) for all j-lJ"'~i-l.
In other words. the parent link provides a parent pointer in each child;
the child link stores all children pointers in parents BS "pointer arraylll;
and the chain link organizes the parent and children into a linked list.
'k""l, ••• ,n are links defined over the relationships a+~, .!EA
F
, bkC~ k-l, ••• ,n
such that for any record ricF the sets of records ~I- {r
j
IrjtG](! (ri,rj)E:S(a,~)},
kml, ••• ,n are stored sequentially following the record ri. The file F is cslled
the parent file of the children files ~, k-l, ••• ,n.
The definition 109 recursive in that it is possible for a child file to become




a parent file having its own childr~n files. To make the clustering links well~
defined. we do not permit a file to become a child file of more than one parent
file. ThuB the clustering links define a tree structure on files. The storage
sequence of records i~ dete~ined by the hierarchical order of traversal (or
preorder traversal) of the tree (!MS, Schkolnick 1977).
Definition 2.7. An index on the attribute a is a binary relation I a •
{(vJP(r» I v • r(a), r£ F}. An indexing (index search) for a given value v
j
of the
attribute a yields the sequence Pv j • { Pi l(vj , Pi) C Is } 1-1 •...• nj
J such that
Pk < Pt for all k<£. An index Bcan on the index Is yields the sequence
{Pv·} j-1 • vk<V t for all k <£.J , •••11
-6- ,
That is, indexing a value produces pointers to records contaiaing this
value. An index scan produces all pointers in the index,majer-sorted on
values and minor-sorted on pointers. Since indices permit direct access of
records in the file, they are stored in structures that provide rapid indexing
and index scan.
Definition 2.8. A clustering index is an index
and vk< Vt then P
k
<Pt' In other words, the pointers
total ordering.
such that if ~E: P
Vk
' PI.E: p,\
in {Pv }j 1 define aj • , ••• ,n
It is assumed that the records are stored in pages (or blocks). A clustering·
index causes the records in a file to be stored in a sorted order on the values
of the index. Thus it is possible to retrieve all the records in a file by aCCeS8-"
I,,
I
ing each page at most once, using pointers obtained by an index scan.
Definition 2.9, A file F is a hashing file if addresses of records in Fare
determined by a key·to~address transformation T:K.A and an- overflow function 0:
A+A such that p(r) - O(T(r(k») where rEF, r(k) is the primary key of r, K is




if there is a clustering link from Pi to Fj
otherwise
-G if there is a parent link from Pi to Fjotherwise
-[:
if there is a child link from Pi to Fj
othel:Wise
·G if there is a chain link from Fi to Fjotherwise
Definition 2.10. Given m files FI, ••• ,Fm• the database storage state at
time t is a triple &it).." (l';J,dt) , defined as follows: e- (~o,'61,-e2.t1) is the
link state where
~o" [ci jl ,i.j=l J •••• nt; Cij
,
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~ • <-91'" •. ,sm) is the index state where
-.91 '" [Cj1.j"1, ... ,Di is the index state of Fi such that
{
-I if there is no index for the attribute a
c
j
• 0 if there 1s a non-clustering index for tRe attribute 8 j
. 1 if there is a clustering index for the attribute 8 j




is a hashing file
hi - o othe%'Wise
The parameters defined by the data base storage state describe the physical
storage structure of a data base system. They are useful in determining the appli-
cability of access algorithms and in estimating the access coat of algorithms.
-0-
3. Query Type
It is often desirable to access data stored in a data base system using
a non-procedural query language. A high-level~ expressed in a query
language does not contain explicit link information or access strategies; it
only specifies the condittonbr the response set of the target records.
However, in order to specify access requests which involve more than one file,
the implicit relationship must be utilized. Query languages are developed for
the relationsl data model, since this model does not provide acce.a-oriented
link information. Various types of query language are also available in many
existing database systems. This aection defines the type of query analyzed
in this paper.
"
Definition 3.1. A clause is a triple of the form (8 e v) or
(a ~ b), wheTe a and baTe attTibutes, v is a value of the attribute a. and 8
is one of the symbols fTam the set{ a, ~.< ,> J ~, ~}. A pTed1cate P 18 a
conjunctive normal form of clauses.
Denote AD as the set of attributes in the predicate D·and$1D as the
set of files containing the attributes in AD' The notion of an a-variable query is
defined as follows.
Definition 3.2. An (n-variable>*~ is 8 triple ~ ... (D'~D,A) wh~re D
is a predicate, ClJ"D ... (Fl".' ,Fn } 19 .a set of fUes containing attributes in DJ
Bnd A is a tBTget list of attributes whose values are to be accessed.
Deftition 3.3. A guery graph for a query Qn • (D,~,A) is a graph ctn,S)
wheTe:;t'D is the set of nodes and S'" {(Fl,Fj) I aE: Api' bE: Ar j , i"j. (a·9 ·b)E: n}
is the set of arcs.
The query graph prOVides a concise Tepresentation for queries. It~ con-
venient to label the ar.cs (Fi,Fj) by (8 9 b)E: D where BE: Api and beAFj • The
nodes F
i
aTe labelled by the sub-predicate Di that contains only the attributes
in AFi and by the target attributes in At "" {a I a E: A arid a E: AF i }.
* Here the 11 vadable" is defined in the sense of relational calculus (Codd 1971).
We assume that one variable is defined for each file.
Example 3.1. Given the following files:
PROJECT cril., Title, Location, nfl)
nEPARrMENr <M., Budget)
EMPLOYEE <J!Jl., Sex, f)(/)
EQUIPMENr (]g!, Type, f)(/)
A query statement r1List all projects located in LAFAYEI'TE that have FEMALE
employees and ~hich are managed by a department which owns equipment-type TRUCK"
may be represented as a thr~e-variable query Q3 g (D.9n,A) where
D '" (PROJEcr •Location lZ 'LAFAYErTE') II (PRDJECI .'ofF • EMPLOYEE. ofF) II (EMPLOYEE.
Sex"" IFEMALE') II(PROJEcr.'nff - EQUIPMENT. OfF) fl.{EQUIPMENT.Type _ I~l)
1D '" {PROJECT,EMPLOYEE,EQUIPMENr}
A • {PROJEct. PI/, PROJECr.Title}
The query graph of Q3 is shown in Figure 3.1.
Definition 3.4. Given two records ~ -<Vlt •••• vm> and r2 -< up""Un>'
the concatenation of rl with r2 is the record defined by: rl'r2"< vV··.,vm,ul"·"u.a>·
The Cartesian product of two files F and G 18 defined as Fill G .( "I' r 2 1 rl£F, r2£G}.
Let K1D '" Fl B•.• K Fn denote the Cartesian product of the files Fl'" .Fn £.9b.
The semantics of the query Qn is defined by specifying its response set.
Definition 3.5. The response set of the query Qn • (D,an,A) is the file
~n" {a"" <ul,··',Um.>1 ui"" r(ai}' ai £,·, ~e:a1n .lml.""': satisfies D}.
The definition of query response set offers an approach for query evaluation,
namely: first compute the Cartesian product Et1D, then examine each record in ~_
for satisfying D, and construct records in the response set. This procedure is not
efficient since the size of ~D could be enormous. The complexity of a high-
order query (i.e. large n) makes it difficult to design an efficient evaluation
algorithm. In fact. it was shown that the optimal evaluation of queries is a
very hard (NP) problem (Bernstein 1978). The optimization of query evaluation can
only be effective for low-order queries.
It was shown that any n-variable query may be reduced to ~-variable queries











Figure 3.1 The Query Graph of 93 in Example 3",1.
..
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in Example 3.1 is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Heuristics were also designed to
guide the reduction procem (Wong 1976). In this paper, we will show that the
query complexity of two-variable queries is sufficiently reduced so that the pre-
cise effects of storage structure on query evaluation can be analyzed.
In order to analyze the evaluation of two-variable queriea, it is ncessary
to define some elementary operations that were first introduced by Codd (1971).
Definition 3.6. A restriction R is a mapping R (D,F)· ~ where D is a
predicate. F is a file. and Ra is the response set defined as Ra· {rl tcF and r
satisfies D } •
The restriction operation solves an important type of one-variable query.
More precisely, if Ql • (D,{F) ,~) then Ro • R(D,F).'
1
Definition 3.7. A 10in J of two files F and G is defined as a mapping
J(aeij.F,G)-BJ where a and b are compatible attributes of the files F and G, res-
pectively, and R
J
is the response set containing ·record concatenations of two files
on''matching"values of attributes a and b. That. is, RJ - {f·g I ftP, gEG, £(a) e
g(b)}~ The attributes a and b are called 10in attributes.
The join ope~ation solves an important type of two-variable query. More
precisely, if Q2" (D.{F,G) ,A) where D· (a e b), a:Apo, b:Ac, and A· ApUAc,
then R-- - J(a91:;,F,G).
. -"2
Definition 3.8.' -A pro1ecti"n P is a map"lng P(F,A) -Rp where F is a file,
ACAr. and Rp is the response set which is the subset of the fUe F with all




The projection operation also solves an important type of one-variable
query. Obviously. if Ql - (ITRUE',{F},A) where a EAp, then Rq • P(F,A).1
The operations defined above may be combined to solve a more general type
of query. For example, a general one-variable query Qi • (D,{F},A) where ACAF is
solved by ~ • P(R(D,P).A)'. The general type of two-variable query 18 of
1
the form Q2 - (D,{ F ,G) ,A) where AC~U Ac. In this paper, we are especially
• Lot;·
1. Decomposition.Sub-Query Q1:
EMPLOYEE. Sex - 'FEMALE'
EMPLOYEE
.temporary file
2. Substitution. For each value di of the attribute








PROJEc:r •DiI • EOUIPMENr.ill! EQUImENT
t










Figure 4.1 One-Variable Query Evaluati~ns
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interested in the case where D "" Dll\DZAD3. AnpF,Anf A(;. D3-(ae b), s£A'Fsnd b£Ac·
We denote this type of two-variable query as Q2 ' • (D,(F.G},A). The query type
Q2' is solved by the operations (P(J(~b1R(DltF),R(D2IG»JA).
4. Query Ev.:31uation
We have seen that various methods for evaluating queries are
available. The methods differ in the way they use indices and links,
in the order of various operations performed, and in their particular applica-
bility. The co1.lection of ex:1sting methods is not ~austive, since new methods may
be created from small variations of existing methods. In this sectioD and the
following one, evaluation of one-variable snd simple two-variable queries 1s
examined. A query evaluation model 1s then introduced for the systematic syn-
thesis snd comparison of evaluation algorithms for general two~variable queries.
The evaluation of one~variable queries has been previoul!lly
illustrated graphically in
investigated (Astrahan 1975, Yao 1977). Let A· {ail i • l, ••• ,n} be the
set of attributes in the predicate P. An attribute a is said to be indexed if
there exists an index for values of 8. Theref~re, the set A can be partitioned
into two mutually exclusive subsets:
Al -{ a EA, a is indexed}
snd AZ .,{ a e:. A, a is not indexed } •
The evaluation of one~variable queries is
Figure 4.1. The predicate in the one-variable query is decomposed into
the fonn PI A PZ' where PI contains only the indexed attributes, and Pz con~
tains only the non-indexed attributes. Figure 4.1 shows that PI is resolved
by accessing the indices; this results in a set of pointers {P}.. Records {r}
located at pointed locations are accessed and examined for satisfying the
-15-
predicate PZ' Obviously, if none of the attributes in the predicate Pare
indexed (i.e. PI is TRUE), then the step Restriction-Indexing may be elimi-
nated; and if all the attributes in the predicate are indexed (i.e. P2 is
TRUE)J then the Restriction-Filtering step is unnecessary. It is also
possible to define decompositions such that PI contains a subset of the
indexed attributes. The "optimal" decomposition is investigated by Astrahan
(1975) An extension is discussed in Appendix A.
The evaluation of a join is illustrated in Figure 4.2b. Input to the
i~th join filter is a file containing records, grouped (and sorted) by the
join values. This is obtained by first accessing the records, and then
sorting them on the join attribute, as shown in Figure 4.2a. Let {vi.{ri} }
denote the set containing records grouped by their join values. The join filters
intersect the two input files, and produce subfiles {(vi' {rill I" ViE: V1 C'\V2 },
i = 1,2, where Vi is the set of join values of the file i. Finally, records in
the two Bubfiles with matching join values are concatenated on the join value.
Figure 4.Zc shows that it is possible to join. instead of recotds, the
record pointers, and access records at a later stage. This requires, how-
ever, the existence of indices on the join attributes. The input pointer
sets (grouped and sorted by the join "/alucs) are obtained by accessing these
indices.
The evaluation of a general two-variable query can now be examined.
First, consider the following examples.
Example 4.1. Given two files F and G, define a two-variable query of
the form Q2 - (D,,fb.S)
where D .. P A Q !I. (aab)
:Jo • {F ,G }
S .. AVE, Ac.Ar and BCA G












Join ivz IFile 2 Filter2
Figure 4.2 Simple T~o-Variable Query Evaluation
'.
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This query is graphically represented in Figure 4.3.
Assuming indices exist for both files, the query in Example 4.1 may be
evaluated by two well~known algorithm3 illustrated in the following examples.
Example 4.2. (Sort Files). Scan the files F and G using restriction
indLces. and create two temporary files TI and TZ' TI and T2 contain records
which satisfy the restrictions, and consist of attributes that are either the
projection attributes or the join attributes. Sort TI and TZ on the join
attributes. Scan the sorted files and perform the join.
_Example 4.3. (TID Algorithm).- Use restriction indices on F and G to
obtain pointers for records which satisfy the restrictions. Store the sorted
pointers in temporary files TI and TZ. Scan the join indices of F and G for
join participation; intersect with TI and T2 respectively. Retrieve records
with the resulting pointers and perform join and projection.
It is convenient to describe the algorithms using the graphic notation
developed. A graphic representation for Example 4.2 is shown in Figure 4.4a.
The first three operations on each file correspond- to the one-variable sub-
queries R(P~F) and R(Q,G). The projection operations P(F,AU{a} ) and -P(F.BU{b})
performed next are modified to include the join attributes. The rest of the
algorithm corresponds to the two-variable sub-query J«aab) "F ,G),except that the
original projections P(F,A) and F(G,B) are pexLormed as the final steps.
The .graphic description for the "TID algorithm" is similarly given in
Figure 4.4b. The subqueries are mixed in evaluation. The join index operation
produces record pointers grouped by ascending join values. The join filter
eliminates record pointers that do not participate in both input sets, and
produces grouped pointers {v.{p}}. These pointers are intersected with those
obtained from the restriction operation, resulting in pointers {v,{p}} to
records that satisfy both the restriction index and the join. These records
are retrieved by the access operation. projected, and checked for satisfying
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* Proj, is a partial projection which includes the join attribute.
Figure 4.4 Graphic Representation of Query Evaluation
Rothnie discovered
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that the pointers or records passing the join
,
filter can be further filtered by the use of the "feedbackll information (Rothnie
1975).' Consider <1lD instance of the output of the two join filters vl'{P} 'and
v
2
.{p} where vI'~ v2- If the records corresponding to v1,{p} are later rejected
by the restriction filter, then the pairs va{p} should also be rejected. Assum-
ing Vl,{P} is processed before V2,{P} by the algorithm, the feedback sends a
message from the restriction filter on File 1 to the join filter on File 2
notifying the latter to reject V2,{P}. In effect, this reduces the amount of
data to be processed for File 2.
The operations in these graphs may be viewed as asynchronous processes
with particular input and output specifications. They are not independent,
however, since the input of one operation may be the output of
another For operations that can function on partial inputs, varying degrees
of llpipel1ning" are possible. To see this, consider that the access operation
can retrieve recor~) for one record pointer, for a subset of record pointers,·
or for the complete set of input record ·pointers. In order to control the
degree of pipelining, two flow notations are used in the graphs:
(1) Complete-hold 0 - The complete output of the previous operation must
be obtained before the next op~ration can start.
(2) Join·value·hold & - All output of the previous. operation pertinent to
a particular join value must be obtained before the next operation
can start.
Note that other types of holds are pOSSible, and that the selection_
of an "optimal" degree of pipelining is an open question. Por simplicity, only
two types of holds are considered here. In Figure 4.48, the




assumption that the insertion sort is not employed. The use of join-value-
holds before the join filters is necessary, since the record groups are
processed for one join value at a time. The pipelining degree 1s arbitrary
where unspecified.
The two examples in Figure 4.4 introduced a total of nine types of
operations. These operations plus a sequential file-acan operation and ~ link
scan operation are summarized in Fig. 4.5. We will show in the naxt section that
it is possible to synthesize most of the query evaluation algorithms using
a model based on only these operations as components.
5. Query Evaluation Model
Inspection o£ query evaluation algorithms reveals that there are four
basic tasks performed: restriction (R), join (J), record ~ccess (A), and
projection (P). Different query evaluation algorithms correspond to different
sequences· and methods of executing these tasks on the two files involved. For
example, it is clear from Figure 4.4a that the "Sort Files" algorithm corres-
ponds to the sequences RAPJ/RAPJ for the two flles J and the !lTtD Algorithm"
corresponds to the sequences RJAPflUAP.
For each file there sre 4! ~ 24 possible arrangements of the four opers-
tiona. We note from the examples that the operations for the two files are
independent except for the interactions between the join filters snd between
the concatenation operations where they must be "synchronized" for each join
value. Since different sequences may be used for the two files, consideration
of the sequencing along would yield a total of 4! x 4! ~ 576 distinct query
evaluation algori~hms! This isanover-estimstion. however J if we note that the
projection operations cannot be performed until the recorda are accessed. Still,
the number of distinct sequences is at least l2x12-l44. The query evaluation model













Output: record pointers grouped by join values
Intersection
Input: two sets of pointers, one of them grouped
by join values
Output: intersection of the two input sets, grouped
by join values
Record Access
Input: set of pointers, may be grouped by join values
Output: records grouped by join values
Sequential Scan
Input: file name
Output: records in the file
Link ScaD
Input: pointers to records containing a particular
join value
Output: all records containing the join value
Restriction Filter
Input: restrietion predicate and a set of records
Output: records satisfying the predicate
Join Filter
Input: pointers (or records) grouped by join values
and the join valuea processed by the otherJF
Output: pointers (or records) grouped by join values'














and the sorting (join) attribute





Input: two sets of records grouped by join values
Output: concatenation of records with matching join
values
Pro1ection
Input: set of records
Output: records containing only the projected attri-
butes (duplicates are removed)
Figure 4.5 Summary of Search Operation~
'.
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the algorithms into classes according to the sequences created by the three opera~
ti , R J and A Variations within each class are then considered. Finally,on " •
the combined algorithms for two files are analyzed.
Class 1 (RAJ). As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the three major operations
are performed in the order of R, A and J. The evaluation sequences 1s a con-
catenation of a restriction sub-query (Figure 4.1), and a join sub-query
(Figure 4.2a.b). The projection operation may be inserted at any step after
tbe record access A. However, if the projection is inserted before the join
filter, then it must include the join attribute and an additional projection
after the join is required. The location of the projection determines three
versions in this clsss. We note that the Sort Files algorithm in Example
4.2 corresponds to exactly the third version in this class.
Class 2 (JAR). By interchanging the operations J and R, a new class of
access algorithms is defined. A variation of the join query is used (Figure
4.2c) and the restriction filter is inserted after the record access. Simi-
larly to the previous class, projection may be inserted at two locations.
This introduces two versions in this class. Furthermore, concatenation may
be performed before the records are accessed, to produce pairs of pointers
instead of pairs of recorda. This defines the third version of this class
of algori thms.
Class 3 (jRA&RJA)" Algorithms in this class perform the access opera-
tions last. Since the join and restriction using indices may be done
indepandently. their order is immaterial. The results of restriction indexing
snd join filter are combined using an intersection operation which produces
pointers to those records that satisfy both the restriction and the join.
Similar to the previous case. the projection may be inserted at ~o loca-
tions, and the concat~nationmay be relocated either to follow the ,join or to
follow the intersection operation. These variations define a total of four
versions in this class. We note that the TID Algorithm in Example 4.3 corree-
-24-
A~RF~JFI -0-
version l ......•..•.......•.•.......•.••.•.....•..•t ~ \iJ
version 2 .•..•.•••••.•.••.••••••••..• ••••• r::!J .•.......•-... ......•. ......••'\1J
version 3••..•.••.•.••••..••• \!J rn
Figure 5.1 Graphic Representation of Class 1 Algorithms (RAJ)
MJFI \/1 RF H .
. f . ~
version 1.• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-~
version 2 •••.•.•••••••••••.•.•.•••••••.••••.•• -' ."."••••m ill
version 3 •••••••••• 0 •••• W o •••• o •••• 0 •• 0 ••• 0 ••• 0 •••• 0 ••••• •••T!1






















Figure 5.3 Graphic Representation of Class 3 AlgorithmB (JRA& RJA)





























Figure 5.5 Graphic Representation of Class 5 Algorithms (AJR)
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ponds precisely to the second version of this class.
Class 4 (ARJ), It is sometimes desirable to first access records before
performing any restriction or join operations. This 1s especially the case
~here there exist no indices on the restriction and the join attributes. In
order to retrieve the records, the file must be scanned using some existing
access paths. One obvious method which suggests itself is to scan the file
sequentially. Alternatively, 1f the records in the file are distributed in
a large storage space, then it may be preferable to first obtain record
pointers by serially processing an existing index. These two alternatives
are shown in Figure 5.4. The recorda retrieved are examined for satisfying
the restriction, and a join sub-query folloWs. The reader may note the
similarity berween this class and the class 1 algorithm. Comparing Figures
5.1 and 5.4, we see the two classel;J have identical."back end" operations.
This is expected, since they both perform the join sub-query as the final
step. There are also three versions in this class.
Class 5 (AJR). Reversing the join and restriction order in the pre-
vious class results in the relocation of the restriction operation. Figure
5.5 shows that the restriction filter is now performed after the join fil-
ter. Other parts of the algorithm remain unchanged. In addition to the
three possible versions in the previous ~lass. this class has a fourth
version that performs the projection just after the restriction filter.
Class 6 (LAR),· This class of algorithm applies to file G when an ex~sting
link from file F to file G defined over the join attributes is used. Recall
that the links are stored as pointers in records of file F pointing to the
joined records in file G, regardless of the cardinality of the link (i.e.
link to parent or link to children). To obtain the link pointers. records in
file F must be accessed; that is, the algorithm used for file F must be
'.
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Class I, 4 or 5 (Figure 5.6a), Using the link pointers, records in file G
are accessed, examined for satisfying the restriction, and concatenated with
records in file F. Again, note that the only difference between this claas
and Class 2 is in the way the join is performed. Link pointers may be tmple·
mented as a linked list which stores in records of file F only the pointer for
the first child record in file G. The location of the projection defines two
versions of this class. It is not possible to relocate the concatenation as
in Class 2. since not all points are available prior to the link access.opera-
tion. We note that this class includes the conventional "find parent" and
Tlfind children" methods.
Clasa 7 (LRA&RLA) , The link traversal method can also be used to replace
the join operation in Class 3. The result. is very similar to the previous
class, except that the pointers obtained from tbe link traversal are further
lIfiltered" by the intersection operation before the records are accessed.
All the pointers to recorda satisfying the join must be presented before the
intersection operation. This means that all the link pointers must be stored
in records of file F using a "multi-child" method such as the children link.
The three possible variations of this class follow directly from Class 3. Version
4 of Class 3 does not apply because the records in File 1 are already "concatenated"
with link points.
The above classification of algorithms includes the six possible per-
mutations of the three basic operations. Three ad~itional sequences are created
by substituting the join with the link-traversal. It is Dot possible to 9ub-
stitute a link traversal for the joins in Classes 4 and 51 since the link







File 1 Record Acces8 ___
File 2 8> -I RF I ~·0 ·
version 1 •.••••.•••.••••.•.•••••••.••••..• ··•••· .'•••-.•••• •_•.•.•_••••• o.o"\if
version 2 •••••••.••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••m m
(a) Direct Link Access (Class 6, LAR)
Link obtained from File 1 record access
(must have all pointers for one join value)
RFIFile 2
version 1••••••.••••.•••.••..••••••••..••.•••••••••••• 0 ••••••••• 0 '• •.•W
version 2••••••.•••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••• ····.··········ID····· .. '- m
version 3 •.•..•......... .-®.. o ••••••••• ; •••••••••• •• •••• o ••••••• o ••• ·llJ
(b) Filtered Link Access (Class 7. LRA and RLA)
Figure 5.6 Graphic Representation of Class 6 and 7 A180rithmi
•
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We now define the rules to combine the algorithms for two f1les. Let
i denote the algorithm class i and i/j denote the !I2! of algorithm com-
bining classes 1 and j. For example, the type 1/6 indicates the application
of class 1 (RAJ) on the file F and the application of class 6 (LAR) on the
file G after traversing the link from F to G. The combination rule can be
stated 8S follows:
A;~ 11 2 131 4 15
B:m 11 4 15
L;m 61 7
TYPE,c A/AIB/L
This rule gives 25+6 - 31 basic types of algorithms. The representation can
be refined to include versions within each class. In what follows. we will
use ik/jl to indicate the application of class i version k on F and class j
version 1 on G. With this refinement, it ls- easy to see that the model can
generate at least 17*17+10*5 a 339 distinct types of algorithms.
Given a particular data base state, not all types of algorithm are
spplicable~ since each class of algorithm has different requirements. Let
sl"".a
r
denote the restriction at~ributesJ and ai denote the join attribute.
Using the data b~se storage state parameters defined earlier, Table 5.1 shawe
the storage structure requiremen~ for each algorithm class.
-30-
Class
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Restr. Index
Cl+C2+".•+Cr>Mr I I I
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In order to compute the cost of the access algorithms. we first define the
cost of each search operation. The cost is computed for a particular state of
the storage model. The parameters that describe the state of the storage model
are given in Section 2. It is assumed that the storage is organized into
blocks or pages, and that the cost for the access algorithms is measured in
terms of page acce~ses.
It is further assumed that the restriction predicate C is expressed in the
Conjunctive Normal Form and that some of the attributes in the predicate are indexed
in the storage model. It wes shown by Astrahan (1976) that only 8 subset of these
indices can be profitably accessed in order to reduce the number of record
accesses. The algorithm for selecting indices for accessing is given in
Appendix A. Define ~he access
to be a subpredicate of C such that D contains only the indexed 8~tributes selected
and each djk is a disjunction containing clauses of an indexed attribute.
Figure 6.1 summarizes the parameters used in the cost model. The cost equa-
tions for each access operations are stated below. The detailed derivation is












where x ~ Pi(l-l/Pi)
a is the selectivity of the.
clustering index, and
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L(a', Il')-Cij a' (Pji+(a' -l)Pi )
+( 1-Cij) a' (ci (1+( a' -1 )Pi )+(l-ci )a ' )
Link Access (m:l): L I (Ct' )"Cij Co IPij+(l-Cij)'::!'
We note that the hashing is treated as a non-clustering index 1n the record
access operation, except that it does not incur any cost in the restriction
indexing operation.
Once the cost of each access operation is obtained, the cost of the access
algorith~ for one file can be derived by combining the individual costs. Let 4
denote the selectivity· of the restriction predicate. The sccess predicate is
resolved by the restriction indexing and has a less restrictive selectivity:
q c y + f; where y is the selectivity of the clustering index, and ~ is the selec-
tivity of the non-clustering indices. It follows that the restriction filt~r
after indexing has the selectivity p =Sq
and f; are given in Appendix C.
The detailed derivation of q, ~, Y.
* r refers to the size of the file beinl':. accessed.
We next analyze the effect of feedback assuming the records in File I are
processed before those in File 2. Recall that the records in File 2 having a
particular join value can be eliminated,if all the records in File I passing the
Join filter with the same join value are later rejected by the restriction filter.
Since the selectivity of the File 1 restriction filter is p ~ q/q (p is called
the feedback parameter), the probability for a File 1 record to be rejected is
l-p. Since there are risi records in File ·1 having the same join value, the
probability for a join value to be rejected is (l_p)ri 8 i • Therefore. the.proba-
bility for a File 2 record to survive the feedback is given by F(p) • 1_(I_p)Tisi.
The feedback is possible only 'When File 1 uses algorithm class 2. 3 and 5, 'where
the join filter is used before a restriction filter. In other cases there is no
feedback and we set p=l.
We now compute the access costs for the algorithm classea applied on one file.
In most cases, this is simply to sum up the costs a f the access operations involved.
Let C denote the access cost of algorithm class ct version a· Also define
06
~o if the algorithm h applied on File 1
p
a 1 if the algorithm h applied on File 2.
1) Cost of Class I (RlA)
As can be seen from Figure 5.1, the only access components that have associated
costs are RI, A, SORT, J and C. Summing up these costs we have
Note that the term F(n) P accounts for the feedback effect when CII is used on File
2 (i.e. P=l). 14hen the projection is performed before the join, it reduces the size








)+P(ri 11 )+J (H(ri q) •gi)+ F (p) Pc (H(ri qti ) >gil .
Hhen the projection is performed before the sort operation. a complete sorting






• R(T i)+A( y, ,)+P0 (T i ~)+T (H(Ti~),gi)+J (H(Ti~)'gi' + F(p) PC(H(Tiqt i ) ,gi)'
2) Cost of Class 2 (JAB)
As shown in Figure 5.2, the record pointers obtained by the join indexing
are further filtered by the join. Assume that the join attribute selectivity
. ft
clustering. index selectivity QCl l i. .' __ a
The parameters for the record access coat are defined 8S:
if the "join attribute has a
otherwise.
clustp-ring index
-nonclustering index' selectivity B ~ t i ~ a
The cost of the algorithm is therefore:
C2l • I(Ti)+J(Ti,l) +F(P,o lA(a, B)+C(Ti qt i ,f i )1.
We note that J(r!.l) represents the cost of joining pointers. If the projection
is performed before the concatenation. we have
C22 .I(ri)+J(ri,l) + F(P! [A(.,")+p(rii!)+C(H(riqti),gi)]'
If the concatenation operation is performed on pointers before records are
accessed, the cost of the access algoTithm becomes
C
2
3. I(ri)+J(ri,l)+ F(p) f lCl(ri)+A(d,~)].
The feedback parameter defined by this class (.... e.- wllen this cla!';s is uscd on Fi lc 1) is r-q.
3) Cost of Class JRA/RJA
As shown in Figure 5.3, this class of algoTithms attempts to resolve both
the join and the restriction using indices before records ~re accessed. The
record access cost depends also on the. effect of the clustering 10in index. We
define the following parameters:
y' 'C
" of.:i
q I. "" r I + 1;'
if the join attribute has a clustering index
otherwise
if the join attTibute has a clustering index
otherwise
-36-
The cost of ehe algorithm is given by
C
31
"" r(ri)+I(ri)+J(Ti,l)+ F(p) p~~(Y"~')+C(riqtiJfl)].
If the projection is done before the concatenation, we have
C32 • R(ri)+I (ri)+J (ri ,1) + F(p)O [A(Y' ,. ' )+P(riijti)+C(H(riqti) ,gi)J
If the concatenation is performed on record pointers satifying both the restric-
tion and the join indices. we have the cost
By moving the concatenation beyond the interse~tion operation, we have
C34' R(ri)+I(ri)+J(ri,l) + F(pf [C1 (ri)+A(Y ',.')]
It is clear that C34~C33 since Cl (ri)!. Cl (.riq~ ~ Therefore C34 is eliminated
from further consideration. When this class of algorithm is used on File 1,
the restriction indices have a selectivity q nnd t~e restriction tilter
has a selectivity ~/q • which defines the ~eedback parameter.
4) Cost of Class ARJ
The cost is obtained by examining Figure 5.4. The first step is to select
the best method for ·sequentially retrieving records from the file. The sequen-
tial access via index is similar to join indexing, except that in this Case
the index is not a join index, and the selectivity is 1. By defining




If the projection is performed before the join filter, we have
C42 '" NIN(S (ei) ; I (ri)+A( Cl
1
• a' ))+T (r i q, fi)+P(ri q)+J (H(ricD, 8i) F(p) f'CCH(r i <i t i ). 8i) .
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If the projection is further moved beyond the sort. we have
C43 • MIN(S (ei) ; I (ri)+A( e' , S' ) )+P0 (riq)-+'! (H(ri'l) ,8i)-nJ (H(riq) ,8i)+F ( p f C(H"l.Q1i), 8i·
5) Coat of Class AJR
The cost of this class is obtained similarly to the class ARJ (see Figure 5.5).
The performance of this class is slightly inferior, however. since it does not use
the restriction filter to immediately reduce the file size. The cost equations
are
p
CSl • MIN(S(ei);I(ri)+A(a', ~»+T(ri,fi)+J(ri,fi)+F(p) C(r14ti'fi )
C
S
2 • MIN(S(ei);I(ri)+A( a', ~»+T(ri,fi)+J(ri,fi)+ F(P)' [p(rlqti)+C( 'H(ri4ti),8i»)
C
S3
_ MIN(S(e1);I(ri)+A(a', ~»+T(ri,fi)+p(ri)+J(H(ri),8i) + F(P)' C (H(riQ t i),8i)
CS4 • MIN(S (ei) ; I (ri)+A( 0' , S' ) )+Po (r l)-+'! (H(ri) ,8i)+J (H(ri) ,8i)+C(H(ri/jti) ,8i)'







> c43and CS4 > C43' Since the applicability of the two
classes is identical. the class AJR is eliminated from further consideration.
The feedback parameter defined by this class is pDq.
6) Cost of Class LAR
From Figure 5.6, the coat is simply ~he sum of the· link access cost and
the concatenation cost. The first t~o 'cases are ior the (l:m) link access:
If the projection is performed before concatenation, we have




7) Cost of Class LRA/RLA
Figure 5.7 shows that the restriction indices are used to reduce the
link access. Similar to the class LAR, the cost equations for the four cases
are
e71 ~ R(rt)+L(riqtt,rjtj)+C(riqti,fi)
C72 = R(ri)+L(rtq t i,rjtj)+p(rtq t t)+C(H(rtq t i),8t)
en '" R(rt)+L' (rtqti,rjtj)+c(rtqtt,fi).
C74 0 R(ri)+L'(riQti,rjtj)+p(riQti)+C(H(ri4ti),gi).
There are two additional cases defined for relocation of the concatenation opera-
tion. The (l:m) link access case is
The (m:l) link access case is
C76 = R(ri)+Ct(rtqtt) + L'(riqti·rjtj)'
Using the cost equations for one file developed above. the complete query
cost equation can be obtained. The cost for the algorithm class ik/jt is simply
P-Q f-l
Cik / g - Cik + Cj~
By close examination of the cost equations, the properties of Cik/jt may be in-
vestigated. However, these equ~1oos are simple_enough to ~end _themselves to
,
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7. EVALUATION AND OPrlliIZATION
One of the applications of the cost model developed in this paper is to
evaluate and compare different access algorithms. In what follows. we first
compare a few special cases of the coat model with analyses available in the
literature. Mo~~ detailed comparisons and a comprehensive parametric study are
reported by Yao and Dejong (1978).
The access algorithm for two-variable queries in SEQUEL (Aetrahan 1976)
may be interpreted as follows:
Restriction indexing on File 1 and File 2.
For each File 1 record satisfying the restriction,
use the join value to access the File 2 join indexj
find File 2 records satisfying both join and restriction;
concatenate and project.
This can be described by the following query graph:




This access algorithm is similar to the type combination 11/31. except
that the join index and records of Fiie l ar~ accessed repeatedly, once for each
record of File 1. Since records are not sorted before joining, redundant ac-
ceases can occur if several File 1 records have the same j.oin value. Consider
the situation that for both files there exists a clustering index on the restric-
tion attribute and a non-clustering index on the join attribute. Figure 7.1
shows that the algorithm type 31/31 has a lower cost. An interesting case is
where no index structures are present. The SEQUEL algorithm calls for an index
to be built on the join attribute of File 2. Restrictions are performed by se-
non- n~li"
i-40- c.1usteriDlZ c1uBteriIUP.: existent ,
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Number of Records in File.
Figure 7.1 - Comparisan,_of ·SEQUEL- and _Type .-3:1.f31.
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quential scans. This corresponds roughly to the type 41/21, plUB building the
join index. When this is compared to the type 41/41, Figure 7.2 shows that
the latter has a cost reduction of almost 50% under the situation considered.
'I'he cost of the "join indexing ll algorithm in Example 1 was evaluated in
Blasgen (1977). Their evaluation results caD be compared with e21 using identi-
cal data models and storage structures. Let File 1 range in size from 500 to
20.000 records, and File 2 be always four times larger than File 1. Also assume
that there exist clustering indices for both join attributes. File 1 is re-
trieved and restricted before File 2, allowing for "feedback" from File 1 to
File 2 if any join values have been eliminated by the restriction. This feed-
back effect is not considered in Blasgen (1977).' Figure 7.3 shows that the access
cost increases a9 the number of records 'per join value increases. The reason is
that as more records have a given join value, fewer join values will be elimina-
ted by the restriction on the first file.
An approach to obtain efficient access algorithms is to develop heuristics.
One such heuristic is to relocate the access operations using intuition. Smith
and Chang (1975) suggested some heuristics which include 1) using indices when-
ever possible to reduce record accesses; 2) reducing the size of the files being
accessed as soon as possible via restrictions snd projections; and 3) sorting
the intermediate results Whenever it would improve the efficiency of the
following o~eration. By following these rules we a~rive at the algorithm type
13/13. This set of heuristics does not produce the optimal access algorithm.
however. since the fact that the join filter can also reduce the f11e size is
neglected. As an example, Figure 7.4 shows that the type 31/31 outperforma
the type 13/13 for some values of the join selectivity parameter.
._.,
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2000 records in each file
Restriction selectivity - 0.1
Figure 7.4 The Effect of Join Selectivity
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As there does not exist a universally optimal algorithm, many systems
implemented a "compromisell algorithm (e.g. SEQUEL). Alternatively,
several access algorithms may be implemented and the system will select an
appropriate one every time a query is to be evaluated (Astrahan 1976). The
cost model may be employed to do this selection by computing the cost equa-
tions of the implemented algorith~. In fact. the optimal access algorithm
may be determined by computing all the cost equations o~ the cost model.
that is, we first determine the best version within each class:
C1 • MIN(C11;C12;C13)
C2 • MIN(CZl;C22iC23)




7 ~ MIN (C71jC72jC73;C74)
Then the optimal class is determined:
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We note, however, that since the optimal access algorithm depends on the
particular query and data base state, the optimization 1s not helpful unless
the optimal algorithms are always included in the set of implemented algorithms.
Ideally, the system should be able to dynamically construct an opti~l algorithm
to evaluate a given query. The query evaluation model prOVides a convenient
basis for such an adaptive query subsystem. Since the interfaces and the pipe-
lining degrees of the access algorithm operators are well defined, it is possible
to implement these operators as a set of cooperating sequential processes. The
basic query subsystem architecture is similar to that of the CONVERT run-time
system (Shu et a1. 1977. Smith and Chang 1975). Each operator defines a pro-
cess. They communicate via a shared reentrant supervisor.
A simpler alternative is currently being implemented and tested. The access
operators are implemented as subroutines of a main program which acts as the
supervisor to synchronize the data and control flow. The degree of pipelining
is minimized to implement only the complete·hold and the join-value·hold. .The
architecture of this-simplified system is shawn in Figure 7.5. The query
analyzer decomposes a general query into two variable queries. The optimizer
selects an optimal access algorithm class. The execution monitor is a program
which I1 synthesizes" the optimal algorithm by calling the appropriate access
operator routines. The detailed structure, implementation and performance of
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A model of data base query evaluation is presented. Using the model, the
access cost of query is analyzed and optimiZed. The advantage of this approach
is that it helps to decomposes complex access strategy into simple operations.
Unlike the heuristics and the automatic programming approaches, the optimization
of query evaluation using the model can be implemented effectively and efficiently.
The optimizer takes'into account the storage structures of a data base system and
minimizes the response time in terms of secondary storage accesses. The adaptive
query subsystem can be constructed with a modular architecture using components
found in conventional query subsystems.
It is observed that although the present model and system are developed in
the context of relational systems, it can be applied to systems that support other
data models. The model also enables the consideration of parallelism and pipe-
lining concepts whose potential can only be revealed in parallel processing
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The index selection algorithm developed by Astrahan (1976) is extended to
the case of a Conjuctive Normal Form predicate D - (CIIVo"VClol)A ••• A(CmlV",VCronm>o
A tree representation of the predicate D is shown in Figure A.I. Each Cij in D
is a clause whose attribut~)may be indexed. Let Aij contain the attrlbut~) of Cij.
The index selection 1s based on the observation that indices in a disj~ction
(CilV" .vein ) do aot reduce the range of file searching unless all attributes in
1
the disjunction are indexed while any index in a conjunct helps to reduce the
sear~h range. Using the· conjunctive predicate tree, we label each DR node by the
algorithm.:
n1
If all attributes in U Aij are indexed,
j-1 .
then LABEL(O~) - l7 A1j
j-1
m
We then label the AND node as LABEL (AND) • U LABEL(0R.t). The set LABEL(AND)
1-1














The coat of access operations is derived in terms of page accesses. The defi-
nition of parameters used can be found in Figure 6.1.
A. Restriction Indexing
An index may have to be accessed for more than one value, such as in the
case of the disjunction (8 = VI) V (a = VZ) where two values of the attribute a
need to be accessed. Denote Ujk as the number of values accessed for the index
of djk" The restriction indexing cost is the sum of the costs for each index
access.
In searching a value in an index, one page for each level of the index
must be accessed. If the size of the fUe -Ff is r
t
and the degree of the index
is z. this process requires £~ logzr f accesses. The cost for searching the index
m nj
of djk is ujklogzr i • and the cost for searching all indices is U~lk~lUjklogzri.
Restriction indexing produces, from the index of djk , a set of pointers to the
records satisfying the correspondinL clau·es. Assuming these pointers are sequen-
tially stored in the indices, the number of pages containing the pointers in the index
of djk is (Ujkrisjk)/b where Sjk is the selectivity of the index of d
jk
and b is the
page size. The number of pointer pages needed to be accessed for all indi~es is
Assuming these pointers are combined into one pointer
set at no cost, the
R(r,) •,
average total cost for restriction
m nj r s
(I + - i-'"k).l: l: ujk O&zt'i ......:........j-lk-I b
indexing is given by
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B. Join Indexing
In this case, the index is used to obtain pointers to the entire file.
Assuming it is possible to search the index sequentially, the number of p~ge
accesses is simply equal to the number of pages containing the record' pointers.
There are ri pointers since the index is dense. The average access cost for join
C. Record Access
The input to this component is a set of pointe~s to recorda in the file
F
i
" The pointers are assumed to be ordered in increasing record addresses.
Since the file may be clustered ~ith respect to oDe of the indices that pro-
duce the pointer set, there are two parameters to be .considered:
a
• {the selectivity of
o if there is no
the clustering index
clustering index
.{ the produc~ of the nonclustering index
o if there is no Dorclustering index
selectivities
For the non-clustering indices, the file organization is independent of the
index structures. It is assumed that the records corresp~nding to the input
pointers are distributed randomly over the file. If the file .Fi has ri
records • then the total number of records accessed by non-clustering indices
is Y '" 'ri B. This corresponds to approximately x • Pi(l-(l-l/Pi)Y) randomly
accessed pages.
The consecutive pointers of the clustering index will point to consecutive
records in the file. However. since the file Fi may be clustered with other files.
the consecutive records in the file Fi may not be physically consecutive in storage.
There are ~ri consecutive pointers in the clustering index. Let Ci indicate the
children files of the file i. The number of pages ~ccessed for the clustering
index may be estimated byariPi
the "twin distance equational/of
where Pi'" MIN(l;di/b) and di"-fi+ 1: kiJoJCiJ areJoCi
Schkolnick (1977). The probability for a page to
'.;
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be accessed by the clustering index can be computed. by (artPi)!Pio Therefore, the
combined number of page accesses by the predicate is estimated by A(a,B) 2
x + (Pi_x)!.a~~:r;L)"
We note that when there is no non-clustering index (8-0), the equation 1s
reduced to A (a.D) • ariPt and when there is no clustering" index (a= 0), the
equation is reduced to ACO,S) .. Pi(l-CI-IIPt)Pi ).
D. Sequential Scan
If there exists no access path for retrieving records' in the file Ft , the
file may be accessed by sequentially scanning the storage area in which the file
is stored. If the storage area has 81 pages, the access cost for the sequential
scan is simply S(ei) D 8 i "
E. Sorting
Sorting records on the join attribute represents an important cost factor
in t.he access algorithms. If there are r records (each of size.,fi ) to be sorted,
then it requires r'fi pages to store these records. Assuming the I/O tra~sfers
b
one page at a time, it ts well known that an n-way sort-merge requires T (r,f i )
r.£i f
a 2~ 10gn
r • i accesses (B1asgen, Knuth).
b
F. Join and Concatenation
butes and produce record concatenations as output. For r records (each of size
fi), the join cost is ~stimated by the cost of accessing the records in one pass.
J(r,f~) ~ r·f i .
b




Concatenation may sometimes be performed on pointers to produce pairs of
point.ers for records satisfying the join. For each join value, there will be
-56-
rSi pointers, and hence approximately (rsi)2 pointer pairs. There are ~ join
1 .
values and the join selectivity ti limited this to Si ti values. Therefore the
total number of pointer pairs is approximately (rSi)2~ ti = r2sit1' It is
assumed that the concatenation cost is estimated by
G. Pro1ection
The projection operation removes the uDWanted items from records in a
fi1e- and the duplicated records thus created. The latter task has a dominant
cost. In order to discover duplicates, the file must be sorted completely on
all attributes. In practice we assume that sorting on two attributes is
sufficient. If the file containing r records (each of size £1) is previously
sorted on the join attribute, then it requires one additional sort. Since the
join attribute a1 partitions the file into 1/s1 subfiles ~ontsining the same
join values, the cost for this sorting is
P(r)
If the file is not previously sorted, then there is an added cost T(r,fi ) to sort
the file. However, if the projection attributes include the primary key, one sort
on the primary key is sufficient. Let 0-0 indicate that the primary key is inclu-
ded in the projectionio =1 otherwise. The projection cost ~or an unsorted file is
given by
Projection reduces both the record size and the file size. Let Si be the
reduced record size of file Fi after projection. The projected file may have
a maximum size defined by the Cartesian product of the projected values:




H. Link Access (l:m)
The (l:m) link access is commonly referred to as parent-child searching.
Let t
j
be the join selectivity for the file Fjo After the parent file -F j has
been restricted and accessed, there will be rjtj link pointers to be traced to
the child file Ft , Consider the following two cases:
i) Parent and child files not clustered (cij-O): The number of child records
for each parent record can be estimated by rit! where r t is the child file size
and t
i
is the selectivity of the join attribute defining the link. There are
two sub-cases:
a) If the child file is not clustered with respect to the join attribute,
then one access is required for each child record.
b) If the file is clustered with respect to the join attribute, then
it requires one access for the first child, and the twin accesses are
computed by the distance equation. The cost for each link is
Summing up the two sub-cases. we have the access cost rjtj(ci(l+(ritt-l)Pi)+(I-ci)rtti)
where ci=1 indicates that the child file is clustered with respect to the join
attriUute.
ii) Parent and child clustered (cij~l): The number of page accesses
required for the first child is computed by the lJparent-child distance equationll
in ( Schkolnick 1977): The
-)ts-
twins' access cost is (ritt-l)Pi. The cost in this case is rjtj(Pji+(rttl-l)Pt)'
Summing up all cases, the link access cost is
The cost equation may be rewritten in the general form:
where a is the number of parents and B is the number of children.
r. Link Access em: 1)
The (m:l) link access. is commonly refer,red to 8S child-parent searching.
After the child file F
j
is accessed, the parent records in the parent file Pi
are accessed. On the average, every group of rjtj records in the child file shares
a same parent record in the file Fi , With proper implementation, it is possible
to access the parent record only once for all the rjtj children records. We
assume that the parent record is accessed from the first child record and saved
for other children records. Consider the following two case~:
i) Parent and child files not clustered (cij-O): If the join selectivity
on the file Fi is ti' then there are rit! parent records to be accessed. One
access is required for each parent record, and the total cost is riti,
ii) Parent and child files clustered (cij-l): . Since it is assumed that
the parent is acces,sed from the first ~hild, the cost for accessing one parent
the same as the parent-child access cost Pij. The total cost is ritiPij,
Summing up the two cases, the (m:l) Ilnk access cost is given by:
cij r i t i Pij+(l-Cij) ri ti




After searching the restriction indices, records satisfying the access
predicate (d
l1
v ••• vd1n )A••• A(dm1v•••v~ ) are accessed. Consider the j I th1 m
disjun~tion (djlV ••• Vdjnj); The weighted selectivity of djk is UjkSjk where ujk
is the number of values specified by djk and Sjk is the selectivity of the
index of djk• The selectivity (probabili~y ) for a record to be accessed by
the j'th disjunction is
= UjlSjl+(1-ujlSjl)Uj2Sj2+•••+(1-ujlSj~1-Uj2Sj2)···(1-Uj(nj_l)Sj(nj-~jUJnj'jnJ·
and the selectivity of the predicate is q ='qlq2 •••~.
It is possible that one of the indices is .8 clustering index. Consider the
j1th disjun~tion (djlv ••• vdjnj) in which t~e first clause djl has 8 clustering
index. The weighted selectivity of ~he clustering index, is qj .. UjlSjl. The selec-
tivity of non-clustering indices in the j'th disjunction is
q. II '"
J
Sinc~ all other disjunctions contain only non-clustering indices, the selectivity of
the non-clust~ring indices is ql •••qj-lqj',qj+l ••• qm.
We summarize the above derivation by defining the clustering index selectivity
y and the non-clustering indices selectivity ~ as:
y =fql ••• qj-Iqjq~+~••• qm if there is a clustering index for some djl
[0 otherwise.·
tr- ..qj-lqj··qj+l •.• qm if there is a clustering index for some dj,. Ql ••• Qm otherwise.
q -= y + (
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Recall that the access predicate is a sub-predicate of the original pre-
dicate C = (dl1V ••. Vdlal)A••. A(dblV••.Vdb~)' The selectivity of C is more
"restrictivell than that of the access predicate, and can be similarly defined
as follows:
where
.,
